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Looking at the button being tapped in the video on the left, please 
check all interaction you consider to be possible on this button.
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#1 In-place touch inputs

I know you smelled 
the perfume, the

makeup on his shirt.

I just don’t get it. Do 
you enjoy being hurt?

Seen

Fig. 1. 1) In-place touch inputs (tap, double-tap, long-press and force-press) are common in modern 
touch-based devices yet 2) these inputs are almost never signified by the interface. 3) We elaborate 
a design space of visual signifier characteristics that may impact perception of these inputs, 4) 
generate 36 designs of buttons that we contrast in 5) an online survey (N=32) and an interactive 
laboratory experiment (N=24), resulting in 6) takeways on how touch-based interfaces could be 
designed to better communicate the availability of in-place touch inputs.

Touch screens supporting different inputs such as ‘Tap’, ‘Dwell’, ‘Double Tap’ and ‘Force Press’ are omnipresent 
in modern devices and yet this variety of interaction opportunities is rarely communicated to the user. Without 
visual signifiers, these potentially useful inputs remain unknown or underutilised. We propose a design space
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of visual signifier characteristics that may impact the perception of in-place one finger inputs. We generated
36 designs and investigated their perception in an online survey (N=32) and an interactive experiment (N=24).
The results suggest that visual signifiers increase the perception of input possibilities beyond ‘Tap’, and reduce
perceived mental effort for participants, who also prefer added visual signifiers over a baseline. Our work
informs how future touch-based interfaces could be designed to better communicate in-place single finger
input possibilities.

CCS Concepts: •Human-centered computing→ Interaction techniques; User interface design; Graph-
ical user interfaces.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: signifiers, perceived affordances, touch interfaces, in-place touch input,
input methods
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1 INTRODUCTION

Touch screens supporting diverse inputs are now ubiquitous, and yet this variety of interaction
opportunities remains underutilised [14, 15, 27]. A possible reason is that, even though touchscreen
sensing capabilities steadily improve and the proposed interaction vocabulary accumulates, re-
searchers and practitioners rarely address the problem of how input methods are communicated
to users [32]. In the absence of visual signifiers [34, 35] (depictions signalling what can be done)
aiding the perception of input opportunities, it is left to the users’ guesswork which input method
is available to them at any given point. For example, although we can expect users to be familiar
with the input of dwelling on a widget, they may fail to deduce in which context this interaction
is meaningful. Typically, users can dwell on application buttons on home-screens or messages in
messaging applications to access shortcut menus. But they can also dwell on their camera feed,
gallery button, quoted tweets and Slack reactions to name a few. Knowing one of these does not
automatically allow the user to extrapolate the others, especially since these UI elements also allow
interaction via a simple ‘Tap’. This creates uncertainty, leaving a heavy burden on the user to
accurately anticipate when and where a given input is available. Therefore, this absence of visual
signifiers requires users, to allow full access to features, to first discover and then recall when an
input method is available. Moreover, interfaces frequently changing and new input techniques
being introduced [2, 5, 17, 42, 43] make these challenges more and more persistent.

Attempts to improve the discovery and recognition of input possibilities focus on adjusting users’
perception of affordances. A perceived affordance refers to any action a user perceives to be possible
in a given context [35] (in contrast to affordances which cover what a specific user can actually do).
While onboarding [26] can assist users in perceiving an affordance, it is usually presented at an
inappropriate timing, when the interaction is not needed, and requires users to remember it for
later use. Supplementary materials, such as instruction manuals on websites, require an explicit
search from users and are away from the GUI which might explain why they are often not read [6].
Other material like online tutorials or demonstrations in keynotes [32], which only the most tech
savvy users would watch, suffer from the same problems of physical and temporal distance.
In an effort to reduce these distances from the point of interaction, that is where and when the

information about the possible input is needed, we investigate how visual signifiers in the interface
can improve the discovery of input methods on touchscreens. Given the prevalence of touchscreens
and the diverse interaction techniques they support, communicating input possibilities to users
presents an important challenge. In this paper, we focus specifically on expanding the perception
of in-place touch inputs (Figure 1), single finger contacts that do not move across the surface.
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Specifically, we focus on variance in duration (Dwell), frequency (Double Tap) and Force (Force
Press).
We propose a design space to investigate visual signifier characteristics and how they may

influence the success of signifying different inputs. This design space encapsulates high-level
principles that materialise in the dimensions Explicitness, Timing and Proximity.

Exploring the design space, we create 36 Designs and examine how they influence the perception
of available inputs in a two-step study. First, we conduct an online survey in which participants
are presented with a video of a finger tapping the button and asked which inputs they consider
possible. Second, we conduct a laboratory experiment where participants interact with a smartphone
displaying the different Designs. Participants are instructed to interact with the widget featuring
the Designs in whatever way they consider possible, while making the least errors possible.
Altogether, the results inform that different signifier designs suggest different inputs to users

and that most added visual signifiers increase the perception of additional input possibilities.
Additionally, participants indicated a preference for visual signifiers over a signifier-less baseline
and reported Designs with added visual signifiers to require less mental effort. Further, we found
that real world metaphors are particularly successful when signifying less known or ambiguous
inputs, and that timing is especially important when presenting unusual inputs. Finally, we found
that where designs are ambiguous but strongly suggest an input, initial perceived affordances
such as ‘Tap’ are discarded in favour of what is suggested, proposing a need for caution to not
inadvertently remove perceived affordances when trying to add others.
In summary, we introduce a design space for visual signifiers, investigate the impact of its

dimensions on user perception of possible in-place touch input methods and examine which
signifier characteristics are particularly suitable, or unsuitable, to communicate additional input
possibilities. In doing so, we provide takeaway considerations for future implementations of visual
signifiers.

2 RELATEDWORK

Signifiers are any elements that communicate appropriate behaviour to a person, i.e. what they can
do where and how. These can take the form of any perceivable indicator such as sound or visual
depiction [34, 35]. As such, signifiers are used to inform which actions (affordances [13]) the users
perceive to be possible (perceived affordances [35, 36]). The distinction of perceived affordances
from affordances [13] is crucial since the inclusion of signifiers does not alter affordances but aims
to improve their perception. The divisive use of the term affordance [33] in HCI is reflected in the
discourse of affordances on touchscreens. While some argue on-screen objects can afford certain
gestures [29], others argue they merely signify the affordances of touchscreens by making them
visible [36]. Regardless of this discourse on terminology, what is displayed guides the perception of
possible input methods. Therefore, we review visual signifiers in commercial interfaces, how input
possibilities can be communicated, and research on signifying interaction.

2.1 Visual Signifiers in Commercial Interfaces

Visual signifiers to communicate appropriate input in commercial interfaces may vary but are often
notably absent. ‘Tap’ as the most common input might be an exception, as it is often communicated
through buttons presented as outlines, icons, text, or geometric shapes featuring any of the previous
[22, 23]. Meanwhile, other inputs are rarely signified. For example, the availability of ‘Swipe’ gestures
is rarely signified [40], but it can be communicated indirectly, for instance with content partially
displayed at the edge of the display indicating it can be brought into view [39]. Similarly, the ‘Dwell
then Drag’ support of homescreen buttons on iOS and Android is not signified either. Likewise, the
Gmail app allows to ‘Tap’ the profile icon to open a popup and switch between accounts but also
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allows to swipe up or down on the icon to switch to the next account, which is not signified and
subsequently likely to remain unknown.

Regarding in-place touch inputs specifically, they are simply not signified when buttons permit
inputs beyond ‘Tap’. Examples are iOS home screen buttons that support the use of ‘Dwell’ and
‘Force’ (on iPhone models with force sensing capabilities) to open a context menu (Figure 2-a).
Similarly, the availability of ‘Double Tap’, while available to ‘Like’ content on several social media
apps, select text, edit messages in Slack, or zoom in on maps, images and video feeds, is never
signified. An exception to the lack of signifiers, can be found in the mobile application Adobe Fresco
Version 4.4.2 (2023), which permits users to dwell on menu buttons to access tool specific menus.
This is signified by a small triangle pointing outward the right corner of the buttons in question
(Figure 2-b), which mirrors the same functionality and signifier in their desktop applications.

Desktop interfaces alongside many of the same signifiers as mobile interfaces (such as buttons,
coloured text and progress bars) feature a cursor as an important visual signifier. Since hovering
over widgets is possible, the cursor can signify which input is appropriate (e.g. a caret for text
input, hand for click) while widgets can indicate interactivity through animation and text pop-ups.
Despite this additional visual guidance, the appropriateness of inputs such as double click is still
commonly misinterpreted. As there are no visual signifiers indicating which items on screen can be
double clicked, it is up to the user to determine when the input is appropriate, leading to interaction
mishaps [11, 41] named “Double Dysclicksia” [41]. Once established, a misunderstanding of when
‘Double Click’ is useful and necessary persists, with users wrongly assuming the need to ‘Double
Click’ to open links [20].
Both touchscreen and desktop devices, while featuring signifiers for some input, leave the

discovery of interactions entirely to the users’ curiosity and supplementary materials. This is
notably true for in-place touch inputs which, besides ‘Tap’, are often not signified in current
commercial systems.

a

Mail

Fig. 2. Examples of visual signifiers in current mobile interfaces. a) iOS home-screen application

button b) Adobe Fresco menu c) Twitter floating ’Add Tweet’ button d) Share panel on Android OS

e) Gmail mobile interface

2.2 Communicating Input Possibilities

Since core gestures such as ‘Dwell’ or ‘Swipe’ are available across devices and platforms, the
assumption is that users will discover and understand them independently [8]. However, as input
availability is inconsistent between contexts, there is a vast burden on the user to discover and
recall interactions.
Previous research suggests that, if novel input methods are communicated, this may take the

form of explicit instructions through tutorials and pop-ups, or the form of visual depictions, with
users indicating a preference for depiction [32] and a dislike of supplementary instructive material
[6]. Nonetheless, input opportunities on touchscreens are often not signified at all, and bet on their
commercial establishment to reach the point at which they are so conventionally known that their
understanding is widely implicit. Examples are often found in keynotes or advertisements, that
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introduce an interaction (e.g. Steve Jobs introducing touch-based scrolling to great excitement of
the crowd [24]).

For depictions, animation has been found efficient [1, 44] while potentially also being a distraction
[32]. Additionally, layout and element sizing on touchscreens have been found to impact perceived
affordances of touch gestures [28].

When examining visual depictions, different design styles such as skeuomorphism and flat design
are often debated. This debate generally revolves around the assumptions that skeuomorphic design,
that mimics the appearance of similar functionalities in the physical world, conveys affordances
more successfully, while flat design, more minimalist and depthless, is more aesthetically pleasing
[45]. However, in recent years, studies found no significant difference in performance between
the two design styles [28, 38, 45]. They suggest that differences may not be attributed to design
styles at all, but rather to the general quality of individual designs [38] or the level of abstraction
or novelty of an object [28]. It should be noted that a design classified as skeuomorphic does not
necessarily reference physical objects successfully and potentially invokes false affordances through
faulty metaphors, one of the reason why metaphors remain debated in the context of interaction
design [16, 36]. Similarly, flat designs are not necessarily detached from references to real world
affordances and may employ symbolisms that aim to invoke physical qualities of real-world objects.

2.3 Signifying Interaction in HCI Research

While much research aims to “expand” [18, 43] or “extend” [7, 19] the interaction vocabulary for
touch interfaces, very little is said about how it is established or communicated to users. This
omission is common not only in research but also commercial products.

Nevertheless, some research expanding interactivity, includes considerations of visual signifiers,
either reflecting on how to signify interaction and propose a design [7] or examining how to
communicate proposed interactivity inmore detail. For example, visual signifiers have been explored
in the context of force-based text selection [15], undo mechanisms [3], and digital tabletops [44].
While they studied the success of the interaction method they support, they however do not
include separate considerations on the visualisation and its potential impact. Nonetheless, some
found the method including visualisation to be more successful than the standard it was compared
to [15] while others revealed user difficulties with comprehending novel interaction solely on
the basis of visualisation [44]. Interestingly, some visualisation attempted to mirror real world
metaphors [3] while others employed established visual concepts such as gauges [15]. In general,
users appreciated visual feedback for how their interaction was registered by the system [15, 44].
Lambert et al. explored visual characteristics of signifiers for single-handed microgestures [31], but
their guidelines (e.g. show trajectory, show the actuator) are specitic to non-stationary gestures and
do not scale to in-place touch inputs. Visual characteristics of signifiers have also been explored
in the context of directional selection gestures [47], however, while different colours and shapes
were considered through qualitative feedback from participants, they only collected quantitative
measures regarding the minimum size required to perceive how to interact with their UI element.

Similarly, studies have been conducted to investigate signifiers for existing touch gestures. Arleth
et al. explored the effect of temporal placement of added visual signifiers for ‘Dwell’ and ‘Double Tap’
being shown before, during or after a gesture was completed and found neither temporal placement,
nor the addition of the signifier in general to be significant [4]. The signifiers employed in their
study, were a pulse of two rings expanding and then disappearing after one another for ‘Double Tap’
and a gradually filling ring for ‘Dwell’. Since these were the only designs investigated, and were not
validated, it is unclear whether the lack of impact of temporal placement may be partially attributed
to misunderstanding of the visualisations rather than the time of their appearance. In contrast,
Damkjær et al. focus on different visual depictions when examining signifiers for ‘Drag’ and ‘Double
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Tap’ [9]. They included two designs for each input method, using a ’drag handle’ and drop shadow
for ‘Drag’ and two borderlines and a pulse animation for ‘Double Tap’. Notably, both their ‘Drag’
signifiers mirror existing digital interface designs and are static with no feedback animation, while
the ‘Double Tap’ signifiers are temporary and feature animations, making comparisons between
inputs difficult. Similarly to Arleth et al., they found no significant difference between the signifier
designs and a control. They note that ‘Drag’ signifiers were more efficient than ‘Double Tap’ overall
and highlight that this may be attributed to higher familiarity with ‘Drag’ in general, which they
do not control for.

In conclusion, some work has been done to explore individual facets of signifiers and their impact
on communicating the possibility of in-place touch inputs. In this work, we propose a more detailed
look at multiple signifier characteristics for diverse in-place touch inputs.

3 WHAT MAKES A SIGNIFIER SUCCESSFUL?

While signifiers have been identified as a requirement of “good design” [35] there is a lack of clarity
of what constitutes good designs for signifiers themselves. Equally, their success is seen as a binary
- something is successfully signified, or not. To allow for a more granular investigation, we define
three performance levels for interaction signifiers:

(1) Does not convey the intended interaction(s).
(2) Conveys the intended interaction(s) but may convey other, non-intended ones.
(3) Conveys only the intended interaction(s).

These can then be further separated by differentiating between users who are previously familiar
with the signified interaction method and those who are not. The most successful interaction
signifier would, e.g., convey specifically this interaction, even to people who were previously not
aware of the existence of the interactions, i.e. conveys only the intended interaction to (a) individuals
unfamiliar with the interaction or (b) individuals already familiar with the interaction. Furthermore
it should be considered whether the added signifiers reduce the perception of established inputs
therefore interfering with conventional tasks.

When testing and comparing signifiers, these can then be quantified, making the most successful
signifiers those that communicate the intended interaction to the largest number of people regardless
of their previous familiarity with it, while not interfering with established interactions.

4 DESIGN SPACE FOR VISUAL SIGNIFIERS

To explore how visual signifiers convey specific interaction possibilities, we propose a design space
focused on abstract characteristics that can then be realised regardless of aesthetic considerations
(unlike colour or style [28, 38, 45]). In doing so, we compile signifier characteristics that have
previously been considered in isolation [4, 9].

As visibility is an essential part of signifiers in graphical user interfaces, we consider when (tim-
ing) and where (proximity) a signifier is displayed in relation to the interaction. In addition to these
concrete concepts, we examine the level of interpretation expected from users to understand the
intended meaning once they have noticed the signifier. Therefore, we include the more conceptual
characteristic explicitness in the design space. In doing so, we do not consider visuals beyond what
certain metaphors may dictate in an effort to allow abstraction and application of the design space
to any desired context regardless of design requirements. Similarly, we decided against including
context as a design space category despite its relevance. This decision was made as (1) context
itself is a signifier and often times a major contributor to convey meaning to users, (2) it is not
part of the widget itself and (3) contexts are way too diverse to be sufficiantly explored in a first
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study. As such, it would broaden the design space excessively and would complicate its explo-
ration. Subsequently, we provide the same context through a grey grid layout in all signifier designs.

EXPLICITNESS

TIMING

PROXIMITY

Descriptive Explicit & InstructiveMirrors Real-WorldMirrors DigitalNot at all

PermanentTemporary

Vicinity AwayOn

Impact Visibility

SS

SS
S

Fig. 3. Visual representation of the signifier design space featuring the characteristics Explicitness,
Timing and Proximity. Each characteristic then includes the levels considered for it which are

represented through text as well as small graphical representations. Where characteristics are

considered to be influencing the visibility of a signifier is indicated through the curly bracket.

Timing. Describes when and for how long a signifier is displayed by the interface. The main
separation considered in this respect is between signifiers that are permanently displayed and
those temporarily displayed (concurrently to interaction). Notably, concurrent interaction feedback
within permanently displayed signifiers may still be temporary, while the overall signifier is
displayed at all times (e.g. a permanent displayed scale that fills upon interaction). As such, the
permanently displayed parts of the design may be considered feedforward informing the potential
interaction before it occurs. Our consideration of when the signifier is displayed is made relative to
the interaction and is therefore separated into before (feedforward), during (concurrent feedback)
and after (terminal feedback) interaction [10].
We consider signifiers to be permanent if displayed before, during, and after the interaction;

and temporary if displayed during and immediately after the interaction. A finer consideration
between different levels of temporary visibility exceeds the scope of this study but may be worth
considering in future work.

Proximity.We consider proximity to the point of interaction, which can influence the perception
of a signifier. It can highlight the connection of the signifier to the widget in question by being
close as well as increase the likelihood of the signifier being noticed by being displayed within
the area of the users focus. On the contrary, close proximity can also lead to the signifier being
occluded by the touch interaction. We propose three levels of proximity. On the widget: the visual
signifier is superimposed on the widget in question, in our case the button. Vicinity of the widget:
the signifier is displayed in the area immediately surrounding the widget, but not the widget itself.
Away from the widget: the signifier is visible elsewhere on the display but not connected to the
widget (e.g. the edges of the screen).

Explicitness. Describes how clearly the interaction is communicated to the user and, conse-
quently, how much interpretation, and possibly mental effort, is expected. We propose 5 levels
of explicitness: Not at all explicit, Mirror established digital signifiers, Mirror physical affordances,
Descriptive and Explicit and Instructive.
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Not at all: signifiers have no link to the interaction intended to be signified. Examples are the
complete absence of visual signifiers in Swhidgets [40] or force on the spacebar of iOS keyboards
[15].

Mirror Established Digital Signifiers: apply commonly understood digital signifiers to communicate
interactivity in a different context. Examples are progress bars, widely used to signify loading
content or level of completion.
Mirror Real-World Affordances: aims at leveraging users’ understanding of physical objects and

processes in order to communicate appropriate interactions. Examples are controls designed to
resemble physical buttons or switches, as well as slightly more abstract examples like “stacks” of
images or documents that can be moved through by swiping them as if leaving through a physical
collection of paper. We do not attempt to create skeuomorphic or photorealistic designs but attempt
to take advantage of the users’ familiarity with physical objects to improve guessability [25, 46].
Descriptive: show how the system is considering the input but do not instruct appropriate

interaction. A typical example are countdowns that may show that the system is recording the
progression of time but do not elaborate on how the system further utilises this information, its
outcome, or which interaction it triggers.
Explicit and Instructive: unambiguously communicate interaction possibilities to the user and

instruct them on how to use them, typically by using text. An example of this is mobile-app
onboarding [26] which includes concrete instructions and information on how to interact with and
use an application.
Note that these levels may vary in effectiveness depending on the user and their previous

experience and therefore should be considered as categorical and not ordinal.

4.1 Current Signifiers in the Design Space

As the most common interaction, ‘Tap’ is signified most often. Especially popular for signifying
‘Tap’ are buttons (Figure 2) which are signifier designs mirroring established digital signifiers that
are permanent and on the interaction widget (since they largely consist of simply the visual depiction
of the interactive widget). Example Figure 2 a), b) and c) signify being tappable through shapes
mirroring digital conventions while conveying the effect of the button through mirroring real-
world objects. However, a) also supports ‘Dwell’ and ‘Force’ that are not visually communicated.
Nonetheless, dragging is signified once a user dwells through the icons, starting to ‘wriggle’ in
place, indicating they can be moved. The moving animation mirrors the real world, is concurrent
with the interaction and on the widget.

The profile icon in example e) is a button signifying ‘Tap’ by mirroring established digital
signifiers, however the button also supports swiping vertically to switch between accounts, which
is not at all signified. Similarly, both example d) and e) allow the user to swipe, while only d)
communicates this visually by showing parts of the controls accessible through a horizontal swipe
at the corner of the screen. Subsequently swiping on e) represents a lack of signifiers, or a ‘Not at
all’ explicit signifier. The categorisation of d) can be argued, as the partially shown menu option
somewhat resembles sliding puzzles mirroring real world affordances but also functions to visually
describe its function.
The button in example b) is a rare example of a button communicating not only ‘Tap’ but also

‘Dwell’ visually. The arrow in the bottom right corner pointing outwards is well established in
desktop applications for changing tools via a right click or a long press, particularly within the
Adobe Creative Suite. While this signifier is not adapted in most mobile adaptations of these
applications (e.g. Photoshop, Lightroom), Adobe Fresco 4.2.1 on iOS 16.2 utilises it similarly to
desktop applications where a short tap simply selects the tool while a longer press opens the
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tool selection. This signifier can therefore be classified as mirroring established digital signifiers,
permanent and on the widget.

4.2 Filled Design Space

We use an approach inspired by the research through design methodology [48] in which we produce
various designs to explore and reflect on the characteristics of the design space. More specifically,
we created signifier designs for the three selected interaction methods (Double Tap, Dwell, Force
Press) combining different levels of explicitness, timing and proximity. The created Designs are
instances of a signifier, featuring characteristics explored in the design space. To limit confounding
factors, we used buttons, which are widely used and can be expected to be familiar to most users.
To account for the ’Not at all’ explicitness level, we included a condition of a simple button with no
added signifier.

Furthermore, to avoid redundancy in designs, we combined some descriptive and all instructive
designs to address all the interactions explored at the same time. While explicit instruction can
also take the form of audio or video content, we limited our designs to text and explored the other
dimensions (Timing and Proximity) in more detail with this text.

Outside these constraints, the design space was filled semi systematically, with all combinations
being considered but those presenting particular difficulties not being implemented. Nonetheless,
we created a broad group of designs (36) which are presented in figure 4, covering the design space
broadly and fulfilling the majority of possibilities. The only designs which have been previously
implemented or tested, are 01 and 24 which are based on commercial interfaces, and 15 and 25
which are adapted from existing signifier research [4, 9].

5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We investigate the following questions regarding which inputs each Design communicate.

RQ1 - Do added visual signifiers increase the perception of available inputs?
RQ2 - Which inputs are communicated by which Designs, and therefore what are the perceived

affordances?
RQ3 - Do the Designs convey the intended inputs?
RQ4 - Does the success of signifiers depend on previous familiarity with the input in question?
RQ5 - Does Explicitness, Timing and Proximity impact the success of a Design?
RQ6 - Do signifiers reduce the perceived mental effort required?
RQ7 - Do users prefer the presence of signifiers over standard widgets?

To answer these questions, we conducted 1 - an online survey followed by 2 - an in-person user
study. Beginning with an online survey presents two main benefits. First, it provides relatively rapid
insights regarding which inputs each Design communicates, without biasing users’ perception of
input viability nor suffering from demand characteristics [37] resulting from interpersonal contact
between researchers and participants. Second, it informs which input to associate as correct for each
Design for the second, in-person, user study. Then, conducting an in-person study investigates not
only which inputs users perceive as possible, but which ones they actually perform when exposed
to each Design. Research questions 5 and 6 are addressed exclusively by study 2, while all others are
addressed in both studies. Altogether, these two studies provide significant elements that answer
the above research questions
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icons that apply to it and a text description. The vertical strip on the right displays the assumed

signified interaction.
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Fig. 5. Setup for presentingDesigns in the online study. Images show how the button and its context

are displayed throughout the videos depicting them. Each design is shown by itself, before a hand

moves into frame and taps the button. In response to the tap, an application opens as the hand

moves out of frame.

6 STUDY 1 - ONLINE SURVEY

We first conducted a remote online survey to establish which input participants perceive as possible
with a given Design, and confirm whether the Designs communicate the input we assumed they
would when implementing them (assumed input), thus justifying a sufficient coverage of all in-place
touch inputs.

6.1 Methodology

The survey relies on videos that present each Design implemented in a button, placed on a grid
similar to a smartphone home screen, and being ‘tapped‘ by a finger (Figure 5). For each Design,
participants are invited to select from a list all inputs they consider to be possible with the button.

6.1.1 Presenting Designs. Each video shows a finger tapping the button, which triggers a view to
open. All videos are 6 seconds long and feature the same tap animation, while the position in the
grid and mockup application opening varied. This variation was implemented to clearly distinguish
designs from one another, after initial testing of the survey revealed that participants were confused
by the changing visual characteristics of what they perceived to be the same button. To minimise
variance, interaction feedback is timed to be the same length for all the design visualisations.

Designs are all presented as a button in the same mobile homescreen-esque grid to suggest
interaction taking place on a touchscreen. Also, while concurrent and terminal feedback of each
Design may vary, we provide the same ’expected’ outcome to the tap interaction by revealing
another screen (Figure 5). Finally, Designs are implemented in a basic button whose shape and
icon remain the same, mirroring a mobile phone homescreen application button.

6.1.2 Procedure. Participants accessed the online survey using their own computer. After being
informed that the survey examined different interface designs for touch-based interactions, partici-
pants were asked to provide informed consent and to answer demographic questions. They then
indicated their familiarity with Android and iOS on a 7-point Likert item ranging from 1 - None
to 7 - Extremely High. Then, they were presented with a list of touch-based inputs (Tap, Double
Tap, Dwell, Force-Press, Scroll/Pan, Swipe/Flick, Pinch, Rotate, Stroke Gesture) each including a
text description and video illustrating the interaction, for which they indicated their familiarity
with and usage of on a similar 7-point Likert item. Subsequently, the main body of the survey
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began that displayed, for each Design, two main parts (Figure 1, #5-A). On the left, a video-loop
where a finger taps a button implementing the corresponding Design, thus showcasing possible
concurrent and terminal feedback one would witness if tapping it. On the right, one checkbox
for each common touch screen input method (Tap, Double Tap, Dwell / Long-Press, Force-Press,
Scroll / Pan, Swipe / Flick, Pinch, Rotate, Stroke Gesture). Participants were instructed to check all
inputs they considered to be possible with the Design shown in the video. When done, participants
proceeded with the next button, displaying a similar page for the following Design. The study
ended after participants answered for all Designs.

6.1.3 Participants and Apparatus. The survey was implemented in Limesurvey 5.3.12. 32 partici-
pants recruited via direct message completed the survey. They were aged 22 to 58 years (M=31.7,
SD=9.6), with 30 of them indicating that they use a smartphone at least once a week. 21 of them
reported a higher familiarity with Android, 7 with iOS and 2 similar familiarities. Overall, they
indicated a high familiarity level with their favourite mobile OS (Mdn=6, SD=1.09).

6.1.4 Experimental Design. The survey was set up to test our main independent variable Design,
with the 36 instances illustrated in figure 4. To control potentially confounding variables, presenta-
tion order was randomised for each participant. Similarly, to avoid biasing participants, response
options were shown either in a “logical” or “random” order1, but stayed consistent throughout the
survey for each participant. This variation was added in order to evaluate the potential influence of
presentation order on which answers were selected [30]. Additional independent variables emerge
by grouping Designs according to the three main dimensions of design space: Explicitness,
Timing, Proximity.

In summary, the experiment followed a within-subjects design: 32 participants × 36 Design =
1,152 forms filled. The survey took an average of 30 minutes per respondent to complete.

Our main dependent variable is Selection%: for each input × Design combination, it corresponds
to the proportion of participants who considered this input to be possible with this Design,
regardless of whether this input was intended or if others inputs were considered to be possible. It
is computed as the number of participants who selected this input for this Design, divided by the
total number of participants (compiled in a table in Appendix C).
For the additional independent variables Explicitness, Timing, Proximity, the measures for

the dependent variable are first aggregated by computing the average Selection% for all assumed
inputs for designs corresponding to a level of the design space categories per participant.

6.2 Results

First, we examined the data for outliers, by examining the total number of selected checkboxes per
participant (out of the maximum 36 Designs × 9 interaction methods = 324). We found no outliers
and subsequently proceeded using all participants.

Then, we examined a potential effect through examining whether the order of response options
impacted the results and compared the selection of ‘Tap’ between the two response order groups.
Tap selection was used for this comparison as it is the most basic and established interaction method
for mobile touch interface buttons. ‘Tap’ was presented first in the logical order and 7th in the
random order, but no significant difference in selection amount was found between the logical and
random order (Mann-Whitney U = 109.5, p > 0.05). We subsequently analyse the results of both orders
together.
1The “logical” order starts with the most common interaction “Tap” and then groups interactions according to the fingers
used as well as the similarity and complexity of the interactions. Logical interaction order: ‘Tap’, ‘Double Tap’, ‘Dwell’,
’Force-Press’, ’Scroll/Pan’, ’Swipe/Flick’, ’Pinch’, ’Rotate’, ’Stroke Gesture’; Random interaction order: ’Scroll/Pan’, ’Rotate’,
’Stroke Gesture’, ’Swipe/Flick’, ’Force-Press’, ‘Double Tap’, ‘Tap’, ’Pinch’, ’Dwell/Long-Press’
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6.2.1 RQ1 - Do Added Visual Signifiers Increase the Perception of Available Inputs? Visual signifiers,
in general, do increase the perception of available inputs.

When examining which inputs were assumed to be available, 12/16 Designs created for ‘Double
Tap’, 19/20 Designs created for ‘Dwell’ and 14/14 Designs created for ‘Force Press’ increase the
Selection% for the input in comparison to the baseline ‘01 Basic’ (‘Double Tap’ 47%, ‘Dwell’ 56%,
‘Force Press’ 31%).

6.2.2 RQ2 - Which Inputs Are Communicated byWhich Design, and Therefore What Are the Perceived

Affordances? Examining the Selection% across inputs for each Design in study 1, we found clusters
of Designs communicating either discrete, continuous or ambiguous inputs.

To examine the similarity between Designs in terms of inputs selected, we clustered the Designs
using a K-mean clustering approach. Each design was considered as a vector of 9 values comprised
of the Selection% for each input method for the given Design. To determine the ideal number of
clusters (k) we calculated silhouette scores. This resulted in 5 clusters that can be described as ‘Tap’
+ Designs that signify:

All - ‘Tap’, ‘Double Tap’, ‘Dwell’ and ‘Force Press’ (Designs 04, 06, 07, 08, 09)
Continuous - ‘Tap’, ‘Dwell’ and ‘Force Press’ (Designs 03, 05, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32,

33, 36)
Discrete - ‘Tap’ and ‘Double Tap’ (Designs 02, 13, 14, 15)

Ambiguous - ‘Tap’ with ambiguous results for ‘Double Tap’, ‘Dwell’ and ‘Force Press’ (Designs
01, 10, 11, 12, 16, 20, 28, 31, 34, 35)

Ambiguous+ - ‘Tap’ with ambiguous results for ‘Double Tap’, ‘Dwell’, ‘Force Press’ and ‘Swipe’
(Designs 17, 18, 24)

The All cluster encapsulates Designs where participants selected all inputs that correspond to
in-place touch interaction. It contains all Explicit and Instructive Designs as well as the Descriptive
04 Text Counters Design. This cluster is explained by the fact that text-based Designs were created
to include all inputs to avoid excessive repetition.
The Continuous cluster contains Designs for which participants selected ‘Dwell’ and ’Force’

alongside ‘Tap’. This includes Designs created to convey one or both of the continuous input with
most of the "scale" Designs falling within this cluster. This grouping shows that the perceived
affordance for continuous input overlaps, with most Designs aimed to signify ‘Dwell’ or ‘Force
Press’ signifying the other as well.
The Discrete cluster contains Designs for which participants selected ‘Double Tap’ as well

as ‘Tap’. Examples of Designs in this cluster, are the checkmarks (13 (Radio) and 14 (Tick)). This
clustering indicates that there is a clear difference in perception of affordance of discrete inputs
versus continuous inputs.

Meanwhile, both clusters Ambiguous and Ambiguous+ include Designs with high ‘Tap’ selec-
tion and middling selection percentages for ‘Double Tap’, ‘Dwell’ and ’Force’. Cluster Ambiguous+
contains Designs for which some participants additionally selected ‘Swipe’. These Designs were
unclear in what they conveyed and, in the case of Ambiguous+, conveyed a non in-place touch
input. Notably, 17 Folding had a high selection rate for ‘Dwell’ (84%) but a low score for ‘Force
Press’ as well as a relatively high selection rate for ‘Swipe’
This clustering highlights the difficulty of achieving signifiers that successfully convey only

the intended interaction(s) (see section 3). Since the inputs ‘Dwell’ and ‘Force Press’ are both
perceived as continuous, the Selection% for them tends to rise in tandem. The highest difference
between ‘Dwell’ and ‘Force Press’ Selection% can be seen in 3 Designs. 03 Text Timer which is a
top performing Design for ‘Dwell’ has a Selection% that is 40 percentage points lower for ‘Force
Press’. Interestingly, the other two Designs featuring the highest difference between the two
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continuous inputs (17 Folding - 53pp difference, 31 Hourglass - 44pp difference) are both mirroring real
world affordances.

6.2.3 RQ3 - Do the Designs Convey the Intended Inputs? Overall, the Designs convey the intended
inputs.

Using an arbitrary threshold of 75% to consider that a Design communicates the assumed input,
which means that above 75% of participants considered this input as possible to perform with the
corresponding Design, we found 22 Designs that communicate at least one of the assumed inputs.
Looking in detail for each input, we found 9/16 Designs for ‘Double Tap’ (Mdn=75%, M=65%, SD=22%),
16/20 for ‘Dwell’ (Mdn=91%, M=85%, SD=13%), 9/14 for ‘Force Press’ (Mdn=77%, M=76%, SD=9%).

Note that looking at assumed inputs is not the ultimate aim of our study as, in the end, what
matters is what inputs participants did report suggesting which affordances were perceived. In-
terestingly, there were 4 Designs, which were not assumed to communicate ‘Dwell’, that had a
AssumedSelection% over the 75% threshold (11 Circumferential Steps: 81%, 17 Folding: 84%, 32 Scale Vertical:
94%, 33 Squeeze: 84%).
Further, it should be noted, that 5 designs (17 Folding, 23 Scale Distant Temporary, 25 Scale Circular,

32 Scale Vertical, 33 Squeeze) fall under the 75% threshold for ‘Tap’ which should be signified by the
button itself and its context as well as the example interaction in the videos. Notably, all of these
designs do score high selection percentages for other interaction methods, suggesting that strong
signifiers for one input may reduce the perception of otherwise established inputs.

6.2.4 RQ4 - Does the Success of Signifiers Depend on Previous Familiarity With the Input inQuestion?

We did not find evidence that previous familiarity with an input impacts Selection%.
We ran a Pearson’s test between both reported ‘familiarity’ and ‘usage’ and Selection%.
We examined both the correlations overall, and the correlations for Designs where the input

was assumed to be signified (vertical text in Figure 4). For Familiarity, we found a moderate linear
correlation for ‘Tap’ (r=0.41) and ‘Dwell’ (Assumed r=0.57, Overall r=0.46), but none for ‘Double Tap’
(Assumed r=-0.03, Overall r=0.14) and ‘Force Press’ (Assumed r=0, Overall=0.02). Regarding reported
usage of an input, we found a low linear correlation for ‘Tap’ (r=0.27) and ‘Dwell’(Signified r=0.35,
Overall r=0.26), but none for ‘Double Tap’ (Signified r=-0.15, Overall r= 0.14) and ‘Force Press’ (Signified
r=-0.07, Overall=0.06).

6.2.5 RQ5 - Does Explicitness, Timing and Proximity Impact the Success of a Design? There are
significant differences in the success of Designs depending on design space categories. Explicit
and Permanent Designs perform better while Designs with signifiers On them generally perform
worse.
Explicitness. All levels work well. Descriptive works best, followed by Explicit, Mirrors Digital and
Mirrors Real World.

As each level of Explicitness is associated to a different number of designs, we first aggregated
the corresponding designs for each level of Explicitness and each participant using the average
Selection% for assumed inputs. Note that Descriptive is represented by only three Designs (02, 03,
04). A Friedman test showed a significant effect of Explicitness on Selection% (𝜒2 (3)=22.6, 𝑝 <0.001).
Post-hoc comparisons using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed significant difference (p=0.01)
between the Mirrors Real World (Mdn=80%) and Descriptive (Mdn=100%) levels. Further there were
significant differences (p<0.05) between Mirrors Digital (Mdn=84%) and Mirrors Real World levels (see
Figure 6).

The different levels of Explicitness can also be analysed for each individual assumed input. The
different levels of Explicitness affect Selection% differently depending on the assumed input with
‘Double Tap’ particularly affected, ‘Dwell’ affected and ‘Force Press’ not affected.
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For ‘Double Tap’, a Friedman test showed a significant effect (𝜒2 (3)=35.8, 𝑝 <0.001) of Explicitness
on Selection% with post-hoc revealing significant differences (p<0.001) between the Mirrors Real
World (Mdn=0%) and all other levels (Descriptive: Mdn=100%, Explicit: Mdn=80%,Mirrors Digital: Mdn=71%).

For ‘Dwell’, a Friedman test showed a significant effect (𝜒2 (3)=23.5, 𝑝 <0.001) of Explicitness on
Selection%with post-hoc revealing significant differences (p<0.01) between theDescriptive (Mdn=100%)
andMirrors Digital (Mdn=89%) as well asMirrors RealWorld (Mdn=75%). It further showed a significant
difference (p<0.05) between the Explicit (Mdn=100%) level and Mirrors Real World.
Finally, for ‘Force Press’ only, no effect of Explicitness was found on Selection%.

Timing. Permanent is more efficient than Temporary for ‘Double Tap’. A Wilcoxon signed rank
test found a significant effect (𝑉 =403.5, 𝑝 <0.001) of Timing on Selection%, showing that Permanent
(Mdn=89%) is more efficient than Temporary (Mdn=82%). An investigation for each assumed input
shows a significant effect (𝑉 =375, 𝑝 <0.001) of Timing only for ‘Double Tap’ (Permanent: Mdn=93%,
Temporary: Mdn=56%).

Proximity. On has lower performance compared to Vicinity and Away, especially for ‘Double
Tap’ and ‘Dwell’. A Friedman test revealed a significant effect (𝜒2 (2)=21.7, 𝑝 <0.001) of Proximity
on Selection%. Post-hoc analysis revealed that On (Mdn=77%) is significantly (p<0.001) less efficient
than Vicinity (Mdn=88%) and Away (Mdn=92%). An investigation for each assumed input revealed a
significant effect (𝜒2 (2)=28.9, 𝑝 <0.001) of Proximity on Selection% for ‘Double Tap’ with post-hoc
analysis showing significant differences (p<0.001) between the On (Mdn=40%) and both other levels
(Away (Mdn=75%), Vicinity (Mdn=86%)). Similarly, there is a significant effect (𝜒2 (2)=28.1, 𝑝 <0.001) of
Proximity for ‘Dwell’ with post-hoc analysis showing significant differences (p<0.002) between On
(Mdn=80%) and both other levels (Away (Mdn=100%), Vicinity (Mdn=95%)). No significant effect was
found for ‘Tap’ and ‘Force Press’.

7 STUDY 2 - INTERACTIVE EXPERIMENT

We then conducted an in laboratory interactive user study.

7.1 Methodology

7.1.1 Setup. The experiment setup (Figure 1-5B) consists of a mobile application featuring a
homescreen grid populated with grey squares with one Design featured in the middle, mirroring
the online study. In the bottom right corner a progress counter is displayed. At the top, a text is
displayed which states “You can start” until the participant starts interacting with the button. If the
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supported input is performed, the text states “GOOD!” and a green button stating “Move to next
trial” appears in the middle of the screen. When any other input is performed on the button, the
text displays a counter of errors. After 6 errors, a red button stating “Move to next trial” appears.
This repeats for all Designs with the counter at the bottom indicating progress throughout.

Presenting Designs. All Designs are presented interactively, i.e. if they feature animated elements
they react when interacted with. We split the Designs featuring all inputs in the design space in
Figure 4 (04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09) into individual Designs for ‘Double Tap’, ‘Dwell’ and ‘Force Press’
(e.g. 04A ‘Double Tap’, 04B ‘Dwell’, 04C ‘Force’). Similarly, we include the ‘01 Basic’ three times,
once for each intended input. This leads to 21 Designs to be included (7 times 3) in addition to the
other 29 Designs resulting in a total of 50 Designs included in the experiment. The interactive
nature of the experiment requires inputs to trigger an event that is either correct or incorrect. We
determined a ‘correct’ input for each of the other 29 Designs by following a ‘draft pick’ system to
have all inputs represented equally. In the order of ‘Double Tap’, ‘Dwell’, ‘Force’ the inputs were
assigned the Design with the highest Selection% for the input from the online survey, removing the
Design from the pool to be picked from, until all Designs were assigned to an input. This resulted
in 10 additional Designs for ‘Double Tap’ (02, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18) and ‘Dwell’ (03, 19,
22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 31) and 9 Designs assigned to ‘Force’ (20, 21, 26, 28, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36).

7.1.2 Procedure. Mirroring the procedure in section 6.1.2, participants were asked demographic
questions as well as about their familiarity with mobile operating systems and interactions, however
‘Scroll’, ‘Pinch’ and ‘Rotate’ were removed from the rating, as they were not likely to be considered
according to the results of study 1. Following this, participants were given a smartphone running
the application described in section 7.1.1. Participants were instructed to progress through all
Designs while making the least errors possible, and encouraged to comment on their thought
process throughout. They were told that one of the inputs they just indicated familiarity with
would achieve this and that it may vary between Designs, but were given no further guidance
on how to achieve this beyond the visual signifiers in the Designs themselves. At the end of the
experiment, participants were asked to rate the mental effort demanded to reach the correct input
for all Designs, as well as their personal preference on a 7-point Likert item.

7.1.3 Participants and Apparatus. The survey part of the experiment was implemented in Limesur-
vey 5.6.1, and the experiment in typescript, using PixiJS 7.2.2 for the rendering. It was conducted
on an iPhone XS running iOS 16.4 which supports force sensing. Each design was created using
Adobe After Effects and exported as an image sequence to create animations based on the input
from the user. Input was classified using the the state machine presented in Appendix A.
Participants were recruited through direct messages. The experiment was completed by 24

participants (different from study 1 except for 2) aged 20 to 59 (M=27.8, SD=9.8) with all of them
indicating that they use a smartphone at least once a week. 4 had a higher familiarity with Android,
12 with iOS and 8 an equal familiarity. Participants rated their overall smartphone expertise as
Mdn=5, M=5.33 on the 7-point Likert scale, with the lowest being 4 - Average.

7.1.4 Experimental Design. Our main independent variable remains Design. However, in cases
where multiple inputs were combined in one single Design, they were split into separate Designs,
leading to 50 instances, as described in section 7.1.1. We maintain the additional independent
variables Explicitness, Timing, Proximity. The experiment followed a within-subject design with
24 participants × 50 Designs = 1200 Designs interacted with. It took an average of 21 minutes to
complete. We used a pseudo random order of presentation with the condition that the ‘correct’
input could not be the same more than twice in a row. The presentation order was inverted for half
of the participants.
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Our dependent variables are Attempt%, AttemptNumber , mental effort rating and personal
preference rating. For each input × Design combination, Attempt% corresponds to the proportion
of participants who attempted to interact through this input with the given Design, regardless of
whether this input was correct. This mirrors Selection% in study 1. AttemptNumber for each Design
corresponds to the interaction attempt at which participants performed the correct input for the
given Design. If participants did not perform the correct input within the 6 trials, AttemptNumber
was saved as 7, representing ’Failed’. Mental effort and personal preference ratings were measured
on 7-point Likert items.

7.2 Results

First, we examined the data for outliers by examining the total trials performed per participant (out
of the maximum 50 Designs × 6 permitted trials = 300). We found no outliers and subsequently
proceeded using all participants.
Then, we examined a potential effect of order by examining the trials required to perform the

correct input for each Design between the two order groups, and found a significant difference
for only one Design (Design 15 - U=39, p=0.04). Since the Design in question is in 23rd place in
the regular order and 27th in the reverse order, while the other 49 Designs with larger variance
in placement show no significant difference, we decide to ignore this minor effect. Therefore, we
analyze the results by considering all participants as a single group.

7.2.1 RQ1 - Do Added Visual Signifiers Increase the Perception of Available Inputs? Visual signifiers,
in general, do increase the perception of more diverse available inputs while interacting.
When considering the individual inputs, 13/16 Designs for ‘Double Tap’, 12/16 Designs for

‘Dwell’ and 13/15 Designs for ‘Force’ increase the Attempt% for the input in comparison to 01A,
01B and 01C. However, note that the results of study 2 are less indicative than those of study 1,
given that the participants were only given a chance to interact until they performed the correct
input for a given Design.
When considering which inputs participants attempted first in study 2, out of the 1200 total

Designs interacted with, the first input performed was ‘Dwell’ (400 times), ‘Tap’ (393 times),
‘Double Tap’ (173 times), ‘Force Press’ (155 times) and ‘Swipe’ (79 times), showing that participants
frequently attempted different inputs than ‘Tap’.

7.2.2 RQ2 - Which Inputs Are Communicated byWhich Design, and Therefore What Are the Perceived

Affordances? The Attempt% for the first two attempts only in study 2 showed how perceived
affordances change beyond the initial perception of temporary signifiers but revealed no meaningful
cluster.

This study influences the perception of available inputs by expecting a ‘correct’ input. Therefore,
we examine only the first attempt for each Design and participants rather than the full Attempt%.

When examining which input has the highest Attempt% in the first interaction, for each of the
50 Designs, 22 are ‘Tap’ (Designs 01A, 01C, 03, 05A, 05B, 05C, 6B, 6C, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30,
33, 34, 35), 7 ‘Double Tap’ (02, 04A, 08A, 09A, 13, 14, 25), 17 ‘Dwell’ (Designs 01B, 04B, 06A, 07A, 07B, 07C,
08B, 09B, 10, 11, 15, 16, 21, 26, 31, 32, 36), 3 ‘Force’ (Designs 04C, 08C, 09C) and 1 ‘Swipe’(Design 24).

We then examined the Attempt% when looking at both the first and second interaction attempt
rather than just the first, to incorporate participants perception following the first exposure to
temporarily displayedDesigns. For 11Designs, ‘Tap’ achieves the highestAttempt% after 2 attempts
(01A, 01C, 05C, 10, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20, 28, 29). For another 13 Designs, it is ‘Double Tap’ (02, 04A, 05A,
06A, 07A, 08A, 09A, 13, 14, 15, 16, 25, 35), for 21 Designs it is ‘Dwell’ (01B, 03, 04B, 05B, 06B, 07B, 08B, 09B,
11, 15, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34), for 8 it is ‘Force’ (04C, 06C, 07C, 08C, 09C, 26, 32, 36) and for 1
it is ‘Swipe’ (24). Note, that 4 Designs have an equally high Attempt% after 2 attempts for 2 inputs
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(‘Double Tap’ & ‘Dwell’ for 15, 25; ‘Tap’ & ‘Dwell’ for 19, 29). Silhouette scores, revealed that there were
no meaningful clusters, which may be due to no further interactions being performed once the
correct input has been performed.

7.2.3 RQ3 - Do the Designs Convey the Intended Inputs? This study reveals, that, when compared
to the baseline, most Designs improve the perception of the intended inputs.

Considering the same 75% threshold from study 1 and only the Attempt% for the correct intended
input for each Design, only 2 Designs (‘Double Tap’ 17 - Folding, ‘Dwell’ 19 - Scale Vertical Internal) fall
under it. However, it should be noted, that the confirmation through interaction and the potential
to arrive at the correct input through trial and error are confounding factors for these numbers.
When examining the Attempt% for only the first interaction performed by each user only 8

Designs pass the 75% threshold (‘Double Tap’ 08A, 09A, 13, 14; ‘Dwell’ 08B, 09B, 31; ‘Force’ 04C, 08C).
When extending this to the Attempt% for the first two interactions by each user, this grows to 21
Designs (‘Double Tap’ 02, 04A, 05A, 06A, 07A, 08A, 09A, 13, 14; ‘Dwell’ 05B, 06B, 07B, 08B, 09B, 31; ‘Force’
04C, 07C, 08C, 09C, 26, 32).

Comparison to Baseline. When comparing the AttemptNumber of the Designs to the respective
baseline for their input (Double Tap’ Designs to 01A, ‘Dwell’ Designs to 01B and ‘Force’ Designs to 01C),
a Wilcoxon revealed that there was a significant difference (p<0.05) between the design and the
baseline for 22/47 Designs (11/16 ‘Double Tap’ Designs, 3/16 ‘Dwell’ Designs and 8/15 ‘Force’ Designs).
Out of those, only 2 Designs (‘Double Tap’ Design 17 (p=0.010, M=4.96), ‘Dwell’ Design 24(p=0.013,
M=3.92)) performed significantly worse than the baseline (‘Double Tap’ M=3.63, ‘Dwell’ M=2.71. ‘Force’
M=3.71), while all others significantly improved the perception of their respective input.

The measure of AttemptNumber illustrates (see figure 7), how the effectiveness of Designs can
vary widely, despite achieving similar Attempt% depending on how quickly participants perform a
communicated input.
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Fig. 7. Trials required to achieve the correct interaction subset showing the baseline, as well as

best and worst performing Design for each input. The full figure is shown in appendix E.

7.2.4 RQ4 - Does the Success of Signifiers Depend on Previous Familiarity With the Input inQuestion?

We did not find evidence that previous familiarity with an input impacts Attempt%.
We ran a Pearson’s test between ‘familiarity’ and Attempt% for all three inputs and found no

correlation (‘Double Tap’ r(22)=-.07, p>0.05; ‘Dwell’ r(22)=.06, p>0.05; ‘Force’ r(22)=.07, p>0.05).
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7.2.5 RQ5 - Does Explicitness, Timing and Proximity Impact the Success of a Design? There are
significant differences in the success of Designs depending on design space categories. Explicit
and Permanent Designs perform better while Designs with signifiers On them generally perform
worse.

The nature of this study offers confirmation for correct inputs and allows participants multiple
trials. Therefore the average Attempt% is much higher than the average Selection% from study
1. However, since we collect AttemptNumber , we can compare not only whether an input was
considered possible, but also when.

Explicitness. Explicit works the best, followed by Descriptive, Mirrors Real World and Mirrors
Digital.

We aggregated the corresponding Designs corresponding to each Explicitness level and each
participant using AttemptNumber . A Friedman test showed a significant effect of Explicitness on
AttemptNumber (𝜒2 (3) = 56.6, 𝑝 < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
revealed a significant difference (p<0.001) between the Mirrors Digital (Mdn=2.85) and Descriptive
(Mdn=1.8) as well as Explicit (Mdn=1.77) levels. There were also significant differences (p<0.001)
betweenMirrors Real World (Mdn=2.62) and Descriptive (Mdn=1.8) as well as Explicit (Mdn=1.77) levels.
(Figure 6).

The different levels of Explicitness can also be analysed for each individual assumed input. In
contrast to study 1, the different levels of Explicitness affect AttemptNumber for all inputs.

For ‘Double Tap’, a Friedman test showed a significant effect (𝜒2 (3)=48.93, 𝑝 <0.001) of Explicit-
ness on AttemptNumber with post-hoc revealing significant differences (p<0.001) between all levels
except for Explicit and Descriptive.
For ‘Dwell’ a Friedman test showed a significant effect (𝜒2 (3)=23.94, 𝑝 <0.001) of Explicitness

on AttemptNumber with post-hoc revealing a difference (p<0.001) only between Explicit (Mdn=1.6)
and Mirrors Real World (Mdn=2.92).
For ‘Force Press’ a Friedman test showed a significant effect (𝜒2 (3)=49.34, 𝑝 < 0.001) of Explic-

itness on AttemptNumber with post-hoc revealing differences (p<0.005) between all levels except
between Mirrors Digital and Mirrors Real World.

Given that the design space category ‘Explicitness’ aims to categorise how much interpretation
and therefore mental effort is expected from the user, we also compared the mental effort ratings
for the Designs grouped according to explicitness level (Figure 8). There is a significant difference
between the mental effort for ‘Explicit’ Designs and ‘Descriptive’ (U = 2396, p < 0.001), ‘Mirrors
Real World’ (U = 6892, p < 0.001), ‘Mirrors Digital’ (U = 13030, p < 0.001) and ‘Not at all’ (U = 191, p <
0.001). Additionally, there is a significant difference between ‘Descriptive’ and ‘Mirrors Real World’
(U=7322.5, p < 0.05) as well as ‘Not at all’ (U=178.5, p < 0.001). There is also a significant difference
between ‘Mirrors Real World’ and ‘Mirrors Digital’ (U=55321.0, p <0.005), ‘Mirrors Real World’ and
‘Not at all’ (U=1130.0, p < 0.001) as well as ‘Mirrors Digital’ and ‘Not at all’ (U=1220.0, p < 0.001).

Timing. Permanent is generally more efficient than Temporary. A Wilcoxon signed rank test found a
significant effect (𝑉 =13, 𝑝 <0.001) of Timing on AttemptNumber , showing that Permanent (Mdn=1.98)
is more efficient than Temporary (Mdn=2.56). An investigation for each assumed input shows a
significant effect of Timing for ‘Double Tap’ (𝑉 =8, 𝑝 <0.001, Permanent: Mdn=1.71, Temporary: Mdn=2.89)
as well as ‘Force’ (𝑉 =15, 𝑝 <0.001, Permanent: Mdn=1.93, Temporary: Mdn=2.94).

Proximity. On performs worse compared to Vicinity and Away. A Friedman test revealed a signifi-
cant effect (𝜒2 (2)=33.25, 𝑝 <0.001) of Proximity on AttemptNumber . Post-hoc analysis revealed that
On (Mdn=2.92) is significantly (p<0.001) less efficient than Vicinity (Mdn=2.09) and Away (Mdn=2.21).
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Fig. 8. Plot showing themental effort ratings grouped by Explicitness of the correspondingDesigns.

An investigation for each assumed input revealed a significant effect (𝜒2 (2) = 16.695, 𝑝 < 0.001)
of Proximity on AttemptNumber for ‘Double Tap’ with post-hoc analysis showing significant
differences (p<0.001) between the On (Mdn=3) and both other levels (Away (Mdn=2), Vicinity (Mdn=1.86)).
There is a significant effect (𝜒2 (2) = 11.77, p < 0.005) of Proximity for ‘Dwell’ with post-hoc analysis
showing significant differences (p<0.05) between On (Mdn=2.67) and both other levels (Away (Mdn=2),
Vicinity (Mdn=2.17)). Similarly, there is a significant effect (𝜒2 (2)=27.85, 𝑝 <0.001) of Proximity for
‘Force’ with post-hoc analysis showing significant differences (p<0.05) between On (Mdn=3.1) and
both other levels (Away (Mdn=2), Vicinity (Mdn=2.25)).

7.2.6 RQ6 - Do Signifiers Reduce the Perceived Mental Effort Required? Overall, signifiers reduce
the perceived mental effort required to find an input.

Subjective responses in study 2 (figure 9-left) reveal that the majority of Designs are perceived to
require a lower mental effort. Wilcoxon tests comparing the mental effort of the individual Designs
to the ‘01 - Basic’ baseline, show a significant difference (p<0.05) for all Designs except Designs
17 (M=5.54, Mdn=6.0) and 24 (M=5.63, Mdn=6.0). All other Designs were perceived as requiring
significantly less mental effort. Overall, Designs 08 (M=1.29), 09 (M=1.54) and 14 (M=1.67) were
perceived as the least mentally demanding (Mdn=1.0), followed by Designs 06 (M=1.58, Mdn=1.5) and
31 (M=2.13, Mdn=1.5) and finally with a median of 2.0, Designs 04 (M=2.33), 05 (M=2.67), 07 (M=1.92),
13 (M=1.83), 16 (M=2.79), 22 (M=2.46), 23 (M=2.58), 25 (M=2.29), 26 (M=2.71), 27 (M=2.50), 35 (M=2.67)
and 36 (M=2.13).

7.2.7 RQ7 - Do Users Prefer the Presence of Signifiers Over Standard Widgets? In general, users
prefer the inclusion of signifiers over a baseline without them.
While most Designs received varying preference ratings (see figure 9-right), they were widely

preferred over a complete absence of signifiers. Wilcoxon tests comparing the preference ratings
of the individual Designs to the baseline showed a significant difference (p<0.05) for all except
Designs 17 (M=2.17, Mdn=2.0) and 24 (M=1.86, Mdn=1.0). All other Designs were preferred over
the baseline (M=1.75, Mdn=1.5), the favourite ones being Designs 04 (M=4.67, Mdn=5.0), 06 (M=4.92,
Mdn=5.0), 09 (M=4.88, Mdn=5.0), 14 (M=4.67, Mdn=5.0), 35 (M=4.63, Mdn=5.0) and 36 (M=4.71, Mdn=5.0).
Note that pearson’s tests revealed significant correlations between personal preference and

mental effort as well as interaction attempts for all three inputs (‘Double Tap’, ‘Dwell’, ‘Force’).
Notably, there is a high negative correlation between personal preference and mental effort rating
(‘Double Tap’ (r(22)=-.71, p<0.001), ‘Dwell’ (r(22)=-.69, p<0.001), ‘Force’ (r(22)=-.66, p<0.001)). Meanwhile,
there is only a low to moderate negative correlation between personal preference and interaction
attempts (‘Double Tap’ (r(22)=-.43, p<0.001), ‘Dwell’ (r(22)=-.20, p<0.001), ‘Force’ (r(22)=-.19, p<0.001)).
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Fig. 9. Stacked bar graphs showing likert scale responses for mental effort required (left) and

personal preference (right).

8 DISCUSSION

The results of both studies largely align, with study 2 confirming the results of study 1 for an
interactive context. This suggests that video-based surveys may present a viable option to initially
test this type of phenomenon.

In the following section, we discuss the implications for design and limitations of our studies.

8.1 Lessons Learnt From Our Studies

Takeaway 1: Users prefer added visual signifiers. Despite the lack of significant difference in
performance for some Designs and inputs in study 2, all but 2 Designs (17, 24) were perceived
as less mentally demanding. This suggests that these Designs can still improve the subjective
experience when these inputs should be communicated. This is further supported by participants
indicating a significant preference for the Designs with added visual signifiers over the baseline
except the aforementioned 2 Designs. Overall, this still suggests the usefulness of visual signifiers
for improving user experience with a widget.
Takeaway 2: Which signifier is best depends on context and target audience. The preference

ratings for the different Designs did vary between participants. For instance, P21 considered the
permanently displayed instructions to be “a waste of space to a certain degree” . In contrast, P13
would prefer redundancy in signifiers, including explicit ones, noting that “the best would be to first
have text to tell me what to do and then a scale that tells me how I’m doing” . In addition, several
participants noted that they may prefer certain Designs in some contexts. For example, P12 noted
for Design 35, that “this is fun [...] if it’s in a game I’d like it, but if it was my alarm clock I’d hate it” .
Takeaway 3: When inputs are established, adding signifiers may be unnecessary. In general, the

results of both studies suggest that signifiers increase the perception of available inputs and reduce
mental effort. However, study 2 revealed that for ‘Dwell’ only 2 Designs performed significantly
better than the baseline 01B, thoseDesigns both being permanently displayed explicit text (Designs
08 & 09). This can partially be attributed to the fact that ‘Dwell’ is a well established input and was
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frequently performed as the first input attempt regardless of Design. An example of this, is P10
stating that “[their] default [interaction] is just kind of hold it there and see if there is anything that
pops up and act accordingly” . As a result, the ‘Dwell’ baseline Design 01B performed significantly
better than the baseline for the less common inputs ‘Double Tap’ and ‘Force Press’. This suggests that
if an input is established, added signifiers do not increase the perception of the input’s availability
overall, questioning their necessity.
Takeaway 4:When signifying ‘added’ input methods, proceed with caution to not inadvertently

remove the perception of availability of established ones. Analysis of the Selection% in study 1
according to the design space revealed a significant difference in ‘Tap’ responses between different
explicitness levels, in spite of ‘Tap’ always being shown in the animation, suggesting that the
explicitness of a design may impact previously established perceived affordances. Furthermore,
designs for which the response to ‘Tap’ does not surpass our 75% effectiveness threshold achieved
high selection percentages for other interaction methods. This may indicate that for ambiguous
design that still strongly suggest an interaction, initial perceived affordances are discarded in favour
of the new signified one. Given this observation, designers need to be careful not to inadvertently
remove perceived affordances when attempting to add additional ones.
Takeaway 5: The perception of signifiers varies between users, be aware that signifiers may be

interpreted in unexpected ways. If signifiers are not explicit, designers need to account for users
who may interpret them in unexpected ways. For example, for the Designs 04A, 04B, 04C which
displayed explicit counters above the icon, the majority of participants interpreted the text as
intended. However, P12 interpreted the text as a warning telling them not to tap, not linger and
apply zero pressure to the button. Similarly, P10, when presented with a Design including a
scale interpreted it “kind of a slider” and tried to swipe on the scale, while the majority of other
participants considered scales as an indication of continuous input, leading them to either dwell
or force press. These differences suggest that even widely understood visual guidance can be
interpreted in various ways.
Takeaway 6: Users’ previous experiences with contexts and devices impact their perception of

metaphors. When interacting with Design 18, P4, once they had noticed the animation, attempted
to dwell on the button and expressed their surprise when the input was considered incorrect,
stating “on the kindle page flip happens on dwell so I expected that” . Similarly, P11 attempted to
‘Double Tap’ both Designs 29 and 35 multiple times, commenting “from the [Nintendo] switch, I’m
sort of programmed to tap multiple times in quick succession - that’s just my go to instinct” . These
quotes highlight, that users extrapolate meaning from previous interactions. If Designs mirror
other usages of similar visual metaphors, they should either align with what is conveyed in those
other use cases, or very clearly diverge visually.
Takeaway 7: Real world metaphors are particularly successful when signifying less known or

ambiguous interactions. Explicit instructions very efficiently communicated inputs. However, in
study 1, for both ‘Double Tap’ and ‘Dwell’ the most successful Design was one mirroring estab-
lished digital signifiers. In contrast, ‘Force Press’ is the only interaction method whose top results
include Designs that mirror real world affordances. Furthermore, in study 2 multiple participants
commented on the difficulty of differentiating between continuous inputs but pointed to Design 31
(Hourglass) as an exception, e.g. P7 stated “for this one it was clear it’s time related [in comparison to
the scales]” . This may suggest that for interactions that are less established, leaning on real world
metaphors is particularly helpful.
Takeaway 8: Timing matters for less established inputs. The comparison of permanent and

temporary Designs for both studies shows that permanent Designs perform better. Notably, when
considering the Designs separated by input, there is no significant difference for ‘Dwell’ suggesting
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temporarily displayed signifiers may sufficiently communicate more established inputs while less
common inputs may benefit from extended visibility.
Takeaway 9: Existing visual guidance may only work in context - consider this when adapting it

to a new context. The 24 Arrow Design was not successful in conveying ‘Dwell’ (53% Selection%,
83% Attempt%, M AttemptNumber = 3.92) despite being the only commercial visual signifier we
found for that input (figure 2b). Even worse, half of the participants in study 1 did not consider the
signified interaction to be possible at all, and it was one of only two Designs that (1) participants
did not prefer over the baseline and (2) did not reduce the perceived mental effort. While this may
be due to our participants being unfamiliar with Adobe Fresco, or Adobe products in general, it is
certainly noteworthy that one of the few existing visual signifiers for mobile interfaces appears
to not convey the intended meaning universally. A potential explanation may be that the context
of a tool menu within an application is as much of a signifier as the visualisation itself and the
visual arrow depiction only works within this context. Further work could investigate how visual
depictions work in tandem with the context in which they are placed to convey meaning to users.

8.2 Clarity of Signifiers for Similar Interactions

Clustering the response patterns for different designs in study 1 revealed that, while designs tend to
be most effective in communicating a specific input, similarity between the interactions increases
the likelihood that multiple inputs are considered possible. Continuous inputs such as ‘Force Press’
and ‘Dwell’ could be clearly separated from the discrete input of ‘Double Tap’. This was echoed
in study 2, with the overall most frequent comments being about the difficulty to differentiate
between ‘Dwell’ and ‘Force’ (e.g. “the problem between force and dwell with scales is it is hard to tell
which one you are supposed to do”-P6). Similarly, multiple participants commented on ‘Double Tap’
due to its discreet sequential interactions (e.g. P9 “whenever there’s two of anything I immediately
double tap, that’s a no brainer for me” ).

Given that, in study 1 where no ‘correct’ input was provided, ‘Dwell’ largely achieved a higher
Selection% than ‘Force’, these responses suggest that, where less common inputs may resemble
more established ones, special attention is required to ensure that the intended input is signified
first and foremost.

8.3 Impact of Physical Interaction and Personal Differences

The laboratory study revealed that correct perception of available inputs is not always sufficient to
achieve successful interactions since how participants interacted with the phone also impacted the
interaction. All participants were handed the phone, but while some kept it in their hands, others
put it down on the table in front of them. For the participants who held it, some interacted with
the thumb of the hand holding it while others interacted with the index finger of the other hand.
Participant 20 noted “Hold on, my hand was covering that” and then put the phone down on the
table, while participant 17 commented, that “it depends on how you hold your phone, since I use my
thumb I block a lot of the phone, but if I would hold the phone in one hand and tap with a finger on
the other, maybe I would block less of the screen” . In addition, participant 24 had long acrylic nails
which changed their way of interacting. They were the sole participant that interacted with the
phone on the table moving their hand horizontally with their nails pointing towards the left edge
of the phone. Subsequently, there were multiple Designs that were occluded by their nails. These
observations are in line with, and a possible explanation for, the finding in study 2, that signifiers
on the Design generally perform worse than those with some distance (vicinity, away). If the user
physically covers the signifier, it will be harder to perceive and therefore may not improve the
perception of available inputs.
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8.4 The Impact of Familiarity

Although we found no impact of previous familiarity with inputs on their subsequent Selection%
in study 1 or Attempt% in study 2, this may be due to the way the studies are setup. In asking
participants about their familiarity with inputs ahead of their encounter with the Designs, we
remove the possibility of their complete lack of familiarity. In study 1 participants are additionally
reminded of the existence of different inputs through their representation in the available checkboxes.
The decision to preface the Designs with questions regarding familiarity with different inputs,
was made to increase the likelihood of meaningful engagement with the Designs. Nonetheless,
it should be noted that this order may impact the observable correlation between familiarity and
input selection. Therefore, it can not be ruled out, that familiarity with inputs may have an impact
on their perception outside of a test environment.

8.5 Future Work

In an effort to explore the root of signifier performance, these studies were limited to in-place touch
interactions. However, many other inputs are available on touchscreens and rarely signified (e.g.
‘Swipe’[40]). Future work should explore how these inputs may best be communicated to users.

Additionally, while our results suggest that signifiers can successfully increase the perception
of inputs and this additional guidance reduces mental effort, these studies did not consider the
outcome of these inputs when utilised. In real world applications it may be pertinent to not only
signify that an interaction is possible, but also what may be its outcome. The combination of
meaningful feedforward and interaction signifiers presents a unique challenge of communicating
both the intended outcome and the means to achieve it. Future work should investigate how to
signify the outcome of an action without taking precedence over signifying the availability of the
input method itself. Additionally, the timing and duration of temporary signifiers and its potential
impact should be explored.

Furthermore, while the studies investigated which Designs conveyed which inputs to the partici-
pants, they did so within a context that introduced the inputs to them and increased the participants
consideration of them. Therefore, to confirm whether participants would discover the interaction
method in question thanks to the signifier in real-world implementations, a discoverability study
[12, 15] needs to be performed which does not include guidance on which interaction methods may
be available. Such an investigation could further examine whether the lack of correlation between
familiarity and interaction selection may be attributed to the fact that participants were presented
with all interaction methods beforehand or had predefined answer options that did not require
them to recall any interactions. Furthermore, since early pilot studies revealed that context is a
major signifier of buttons, we presented the same context for all buttons. It can be assumed that
most signifier designs could be adapted to different contexts, or possibly even widgets, but this is
not verified within the studies performed. Future research should examine context as a signifier
and how it is linked and interacts with visualisation.

9 CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigated visual signifier characteristics and their impact on perceived affor-
dances. We propose a design space that not only acts as a framework to create and compare designs
but also provides an opportunity to reflect on the qualities considered within it. In the design space,
we examine explicitness, temporality and proximity. Through these characteristics, the design
space allows consideration of which metaphors and design patterns can and should be replicated.
Evaluating the perception of signifiers in a Graphical User Interfaces, and consequently the

affordances user might perceive, remains uncommon and no clear protocols exist in that respect.
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Motivated by the success of online studies deployed to evaluate the perception of affordances
in product design [21], we decided to first deploy an online survey. Subsequently, we conducted
an interactive in-person user study, to further examine the perception of input availability and
the mental effort required to deduce available inputs. Overall both studies confirmed that added
visual signifiers increase the perception of input availability. This suggests that, where interactivity
extends past the norm, added visual signifiers can be a helpful tool to communicate additional
interactions to users.
In conclusion, visual signifiers have the capacity to communicate inputs to users where they

would otherwise not perceive them. As such, they are a valuable resource in conveying the diverse
functionality of modern devices that overload controls in small interfaces. Accordingly, signifiers
should be explored further.
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A FINITE STATE MACHINE

f < FORCE_TH2 && 

t > .DURATION_FORCE_TH2


Idle Press

Wait

Double press

Long press

Touch down

Touch uptapCallback()

Touch down && t < DOUBLE_PRESS_TIME

Touch up

doubletapCallback()

t > LONG_PRESS_TIME

Touch up

longpressCallback()
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Force press

f > FORCE_TH

f > FORCE_TH

Touch up
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swipeCallback()

Touch up

Long press time up
longpressCallback()
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t > LONG_PRESS_DURATION

Force press time up
forcepressCallback()

f > FORCE_TH3

Touch up

Fig. 10. Finite State Machine used to classify input states in real time during the labo-

ratory experiment. We used the thresholds 0.3s for DOUBLE_PRESS_TIME and 0.75s for

LONG_PRESS_DURATION, as defined by default on iOS; 10 pixels for SWIPE_TH; 0.9 for FORCE_TH,

0.7 for FORCE_TH2 and 0.1 s for DURATION_FORCE_TH2. The thresholds for force have arbitrary

units but range from 0 to 1 as provided by Pressure.js 2.2.0 and were set using informal tests. Each

design is associated with a callback that is considered as correct. Any call to another callback results

as an error.
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B TOUCH INTERACTION CATEGORISATION
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Tap 1 static - - short 1 regular
Double Tap 1 static - - short 2 regular
Long Press 1 static - - extended 1 regular
Strong Tap 1 static - - short 1 high

Scroll 1 dynamic medium

Move from
contact point
position in
straight line
to other point

varied 1 regular

Swipe / Flick 1 dynamic high

Move from
contact point
position in
straight line
to other point

short 1 regular

Pinch 2 dynamic varied

Move the 2
contact points
straight
towards one
another

varied 1 regular

Spread 2 dynamic varied

Move the 2
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another

varied 1 regular

Rotate 2 dynamic varied

Move the 2
contact points
in clockwise
or counter-
clockwise
curve

varied 1 regular

Stroke Gesture 1 dynamic varied
Move in
predefined
pattern

varied 1 regular
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C TABLE VISUALISING STUDY 1 RESPONSES

Table showing the Selection% for each Design and input. Cells represented with a green background
represent inputs that were assumed to be signified for the design. Others appear with a blue
background. The intensity of the background colour is proportional to Selection%.
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01 Basic 94 47 56 31 3 6 0 0 16
02 Text Countdown 81 81 44 38 0 0 0 0 0
03 Text Timer 84 38 94 50 0 3 0 0 6
04 Text Counters 91 81 91 84 0 0 0 0 3
05 Text Small 94 25 88 84 0 0 0 0 0
06 Text Temporary Attached 94 78 88 75 0 0 3 0 0
07 Text Temporary Removed 97 81 84 78 0 6 3 0 3
08 Text Permanent Attached 94 84 94 75 0 0 0 0 0
09 Text Permanent Removed 91 75 91 81 0 3 0 0 0
10 Color Change (Steps) 94 56 47 38 3 6 0 0 3
11 Circumferential Steps 88 47 81 50 3 9 0 16 22
12 Scale (Check) Distant Temp 88 56 66 53 3 6 0 0 9
13 Checkmarks (Radio) 91 88 41 25 0 0 3 0 3
14 Checkmarks (Tick) 94 91 34 25 6 0 0 0 0
15 Circles Around 88 75 53 53 0 3 3 0 0
16 Scale (Check) Distant 97 59 69 44 3 12 0 0 6
17 Folding 72 28 84 31 12 38 0 3 3
18 Leaf Through 78 34 53 31 9 44 0 0 9
19 Scale Vertical Internal 78 25 94 78 3 0 0 0 0
20 Color Change (Gradual) 97 25 66 53 0 3 0 0 6
21 Scale Circular Distant 81 22 88 62 3 3 3 9 3
22 Scale Radial 81 19 94 62 3 9 3 0 9
23 Scale Distant Temporary 72 28 94 66 0 6 0 0 3
24 Arrow 84 28 53 28 3 41 3 0 31
25 Scale Circular 72 25 97 66 0 0 0 3 0
26 Scale Horizontal 75 25 91 72 0 3 0 0 0
27 Scale Distant Permanent 84 22 94 69 0 3 0 0 0
28 Sinking 81 28 59 62 12 12 6 3 12
29 Filling Balloon 75 28 84 59 9 16 0 0 9
30 Filling Water 91 25 91 62 9 6 0 0 6
31 Hourglass 91 41 72 28 0 3 0 6 0
32 Scale Vertical 69 28 94 72 3 3 0 0 3
33 Squeeze 69 25 84 84 3 6 0 0 9
34 Ripples 91 41 53 66 6 9 3 0 9
35 Material (Concrete) 91 56 59 72 6 0 0 0 6
36 Highstrike 75 28 72 84 9 3 0 0 3
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D TABLE VISUALISING STUDY 2 RESPONSES

Table showing the Attempt% for each Design and input. Cells represented with a green background
represent inputs that correct for the design. Others appear with a red background. The intensity of
the background colour is proportional to Attempt%.
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Design01A 75 88 42 29 38 Design21 33 17 79 96 21
Design01B 42 21 79 25 21 Design22 46 21 83 38 4
Design01C 79 58 50 79 29 Design23 54 21 83 21 12
Design02 25 100 0 0 12 Design24 42 17 83 38 79
Design03 54 33 88 25 21 Design25 25 50 88 50 17
Design04A 46 100 4 4 4 Design26 8 0 58 100 8
Design04B 29 21 79 29 12 Design27 50 29 92 42 8
Design04C 8 8 8 100 4 Design28 71 38 50 79 46
Design05A 67 100 21 17 4 Design29 54 38 75 38 17
Design05B 46 4 100 8 17 Design30 54 21 79 38 17
Design05C 75 4 29 100 8 Design31 17 4 96 4 8
Design06A 42 100 62 0 4 Design32 4 12 71 96 8
Design06B 62 8 92 21 12 Design33 50 50 58 75 33
Design06C 54 17 54 96 0 Design34 58 21 71 83 29
Design07A 46 100 42 8 4 Design35 50 71 38 83 17
Design07B 46 4 100 8 4 Design36 17 12 54 96 33
Design07C 33 8 62 96 4
Design08A 4 100 0 0 0
Design08B 4 8 92 12 8
Design08C 8 4 17 100 0
Design09A 12 100 17 0 4
Design09B 17 4 100 4 8
Design09C 4 0 42 100 4
Design10 67 92 54 46 21
Design11 54 92 75 21 21
Design12 71 92 62 17 8
Design13 17 96 21 0 8
Design14 8 100 8 0 4
Design15 17 96 62 42 8
Design16 42 88 54 21 25
Design17 67 58 50 62 67
Design18 58 79 54 38 38
Design19 62 21 71 46 12
Design20 67 46 58 92 29
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E FIGURE VISUALISING THE INPUT ATTEMPTS IN THE INTERACTIVE STUDY
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Fig. 11. Trials required to achieve the correct interaction.
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